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APC NBWL0756 UPS accessory

Brand : APC Product code: NBWL0756

Product name : NBWL0756

NetBotz Room Monitor 755 120 / 240V PoE Injector

APC NBWL0756 UPS accessory:

1-Port POE Switch
Built-in true private network switch for use with NetBotz Camera Pod 165 (NBPD0165) or other
downstream IP devices

Simple integration
Integrates with APC racks, NetBotz sensors, and Data Center Expert, facilitating deployment,
configuration, and management.

Flexibility and adaptability
It can be the environmental monitoring solution or the rack access control solution, or both.

HD camera support
Compatible with New Model 165 Low Light HD Camera (NBPD0165)

Native support for wireless sensors
Management of up to 47 NetBotz wireless temperature and temperature / humidity sensors from a single
NetBotz

PoE injector
Enables PoE devices for use with PoE-incompatible Ethernet switches.

Supervision
Motion detection and recording that enables association of a visual record with an access or
environmental alert, accelerating the root cause analysis process.

Features

Mounting type Wall-mount
Product colour Black

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) 0 - 45 °C

Operational conditions

Storage temperature (T-T) -15 - 65 °C
Operating altitude 0 - 3000 m
Non-operating altitude 0 - 15000 m

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 85079080
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